Impact resistance of shear thickening fluid/Kevlar composite treated with shear-stiffening gel
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A B S T R A C T

In this work, shear-stiffening gel (STG) was introduced into shear thickening fluid (STF)-impregnated-Kevlar® woven fabric (Kevlar/STF) to improve the impact resistance. The STF filled within the yarns of Kevlar and the STG covered the Kevlar/STF to form Kevlar/STF/STG composite. The STG in the Kevlar/STF/STG not only protected STF but also improved the impact resistance of the fabric because of its excellent shear-stiffening characteristics. A series of experiments including the yarn pull-out test, the split Hopkinson pressure bar impact test, rod penetration test, and knife cutting test were carried out to verify the enhancement effect. The improvement mechanism of the impact resistance for the Kevlar/STF/STG was studied. Under the similar anti-impact performance, the Kevlar/STF/STG possessed lower weight than the Kevlar and its strong impact resistance originated from the synergetic effect among the STF, STG and Kevlar. Therefore, the Kevlar/STF/STG exhibited broad potential in the soft body armor.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Body armor, which is designed to weaken slashing or penetrating attacks, mainly consist of hard-plated reinforced body armor and soft non-plated body armor. The hard one can protect high-risk areas from the impact of high-speed bullet. Since the main part is a ceramic or steel plate, the cumbersome nature restricts the movement of the wearer. The soft one mainly protects the arms and legs against the low-speed impact. Usually, it is prepared with multi-layer woven fabrics [1]. These fabrics are usually made of high performance fibers (such as Kevlar, Twaron, Spectra, Dyneema) with high strength, large modulus and low density [1,2]. Because the stacked multilayer fabrics are still heavy, how to reduce the weight of soft body armor under the same protective effect become a challenge.

Wagner et al. firstly introduced the shear thickening fluid (STF) into aramid Kevlar® woven fabric to develop the STF/Kevlar soft armor and they found that the STF significantly improved the ballistic performance of Kevlar [2]. The STF is a kind of densely packed suspensions whose viscosity increases rapidly with the increasing of shear rate or shear stress. When subjected to high-speed impact, the STF transits from liquid to solid-like state and returns to the initial liquid state when the external force disappears [3,4]. Due to the typical shear thickening behavior, STF can be used in damping devices and soft armor [5,6]. Inspired by the Wagner’s idea, various in-depth investigations on the mechanical properties of the Kevlar/STF were carried out. Both experiment tests and numerical simulations indicate that the impact resistance of the Kevlar/STF is much stronger than pure Kevlar fabric [7–14]. It is found that the impact resistance of Kevlar/STF is affected by various factors, such as the dispersed particle type, hardness, concentration in STF, dispersing medium type, solvent ratio on STF, additives (such as, silicon carbide, carbon nanotubes), padding pressure, the weave of fabric construction and the change of shot location [15–21]. However, although the Kevlar/STF exhibits high protecting performance, some shortcomings are still exist. Firstly, the STFs are prepared by dispersing the particles in a hygroscopic liquid, such as ethylene glycol, PEG200. Once the STF is long-time exposed to the air, the shear thickening performance will be reduced because it absorbs water in the moisture. Secondly, part of the fluidic STF will inevitably lost in the Kevlar/STF without any protection. Therefore, more work should be done to improve the stability of the Kevlar/STF.

The shear-stiffening gel (STG) is a typical visco-elastic material [22] whose mechanical properties, such as storage modulus, elastic modulus and yield stress, are critically enhanced under applying the external forces (quasi-static compression, shear loading, dynamic shear loading, and high strain rate compression) [22–24]. As the strain rate increases, the STG changes from the viscous liquid to the rubbery state, and then becomes a glassy state. During the transition, the impact energy is absorbed to against
the deformation, thus the STG exhibits good impact protection performance [25]. By introducing different additives, such as borax, silicates, magnetic carbonyl iron particles, multi-walled carbon nanotubes, multifunctional STG with magnetic-mechanical or electric-mechanical coupling behaviors can be successfully obtained [26,27]. Very recently, our group developed a novel STG/MWCNT/Kevlar-based wearable electronic sensing textile by doping the STG and MWCNT into the Kevlar fabric. The safeguarding performance of the Kevlar/MWCNT can be significantly enhanced by STG due to its excellent shear stiffening character [28]. In consideration of the gel-like state, the STG will be favorable to protect the STF from the moisture after doping them into the Kevlar/STF. Therefore, high impact protecting performance will be expected by impregnating the STG into the Kevlar/STF composite.

In this work, the novel STG doped Kevlar/STF was developed to form Kevlar/STF/STG composite and its anti-impact performance was investigated. Compared to the Kevlar/STF, the Kevlar/STF/STG composite exhibited better mechanical properties. A series of experiments, including the yarn pull-out test, the modified split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) impact test, rod penetration test, and knife cutting test, were carried out to verify the enhancement effect. The enhancing mechanism of the impact resistance was systematically analyzed. At last, different doping methods were compared and the relative improvement nature was discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The materials included tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), aqueous ammonia solution (NH₄OH), ethanol, polyethylene glycol (PEG200), ethylene glycol (EG), boric acid, dimethyl silicone oil, benzoyl peroxide (BPO), acetone. The reagents mentioned above were all purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., and used without further purification. The high-performance fibers Kevlar® 129 were woven into plain weave fabrics (1000 denier, 22.5 yarns per inch, Jinan Junatai Protection Technology Co., Ltd., China) with an areal density of 200 g/m². Two kinds of particles were used to prepare STF. (a) The silica nanospheres with an average diameter of 230 nm (SiO₂) (Fig. 1b) were synthesized following the sol-gel method. (b) silica particles with an average diameter of 2.6 μm (mSiO₂) (Fig. 8a inset) were obtained from industrial grinding.

2.2. Preparation of fabric composites

Preparation of STF and mSTF: the most commonly used STF in this work was prepared by dispersing the nanospheres SiO₂ in PEG200 with a fraction of 40 vol%. Besides, the micron-sized mSiO₂ were dispersed in EG to prepare mSTF with a fraction of 56 vol%.

Preparation of STG: boric acid was heated at 160 °C for 2 h to form pyroboric acid. Then, the pyroboric acid, dimethyl silicone oil, and ethanol were mixed (at a ratio of 2 g:15 g:1 mL) and reacted at 240 °C. 9 h later, the reaction system was cooled down to get the polymer precursor. The STG was obtained by mixing the precursor with BPO at a ratio of 25:1 and then be vulcanized at 95 °C for 2 h.

Preparation of Kevlar/STF composite: the STF was diluted with ethanol (1:4). The fabrics which could be cut into different sizes were immersed in the diluted solution for 3 min, and placed in an oven at 60 °C for 1 h to evaporate the ethanol.

Preparation of Kevlar/STF/STG composite: Kevlar/STF/STG was fabricated by a “dip and dry” method. The above polymer matrix and BPO were dissolved in 200 mL of acetone at a ratio of 25:1. Then, the Kevlar/STF was dipped in the homogeneous mixture for 5 s, dried in an oven at 40 °C for 30 min, and vulcanized at 95 °C for 2 h.

To simplify the description, Kevlar/STF(x) means that the mass ratio of Kevlar to STF is 1:x, and Kevlar/STF(y)/STG(z) represents the ratio of three components is 1:y:z.

2.3. Material characterization

First, the macroscopic and microscopic morphological characterization of the material was carried out. Fig. 1a showed the photographs of STF, STG, and Kevlar/STF/STG composite. The fluidic STF prepared by 230 nm SiO₂ was a white suspension. The STG was solid and its shape changed under the gravity thus it showed a cold flow behavior. Because the weight ratios of the STF and STG in the Kevlar/STF/STG were very small, the visual appearance of Kevlar/STF/STG was similar to the neat Kevlar. The morphology of the 230 nm SiO₂ in STF and Kevlar/STF was observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6700F). After the STF was immersed into Kevlar, the dispersant would evaporate in high vacuum. It was found that a large number of particles were distributed on the surface of the filaments, and the particle size was much smaller than the diameter of filaments (Kevlar/STF in Fig. 1c and d). Fig. 1e and f showed the SEM image of Kevlar/STF/STG, which indicated that the STG covered the surface of the SiO₂-attached-filaments and fulfilled the gap between the filaments, thus increased the interconnection between the filaments. To clearly understand the interaction among the three components, a scheme for the cross-sectional structure of the Kevlar/STF/STG was shown in Fig. 2. The SiO₂ particles in the STF were mainly distributed on the surface of the filaments, while STG covered the surface of the Kevlar/STF filaments. Clearly, the STG isolated the STF from the air.

The rheological properties of the STF and STG were tested using a controlled-stress rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 302). A cone-plate geometry with a cone angle of 2° and a diameter of 25 mm was used for testing STF, while a parallel-plate geometry with a diameter of 20 mm was selected for STG. The viscosity vs. shear rate curve for the 60 vol% STF under steady shear (Fig. 3a) indicated a significant shear thickening behavior. With the increment of shear rate from 11.8 to 55.1 1/s, the viscosity increased from 15.1 to 1310 Pa.s. Fig. 3b depicted the storage modulus and loss modulus of STG under dynamic oscillatory shear (γ = 1%). The shear frequency varied from 10⁻¹ to 10² Hz, while the storage modulus changed from 324 Pa to 1.02 MPa. Obviously, the STG showed a typical shear stiffening character and it changed from viscous state to elastic state under shear.

2.4. Yarn pull-out test

Yarn pull-out test was used to study the effect of STF and STG additives on the friction between yarns. The composite fabrics were cut into pieces with a size of 80 × 50 mm². Table 1 listed the composition and mass ratio of different composite fabrics.
It should be noted that the weight of STF in Sample 4 was slightly higher than that of Sample 3 due to the small amount of STF shedding during STG coating. The tests were performed on MTS Criterion™ Model 43. Fig. 4a showed the schematic diagram. The bottom of the rectangular fabric was clamped. One of the longitudinal yarns was fixed on the movable grip. The upper grip pulled the yarn out of the fabric at a constant speed of 10, 50, 100, 200 mm/min and the force vs. displacement curves were recorded.

2.5. SHPB test

The compressive properties of fabric composites under impact were tested by SHPB at the bar speed of 7.5 m/s. The specimens...
were composed of five layers and the surface density of Kevlar/STF (0.36), Kevlar/STG(0.36), Kevlar/STF(0.27)/STG(0.09) was about 36% larger than the neat Kevlar. As shown in Fig. 4b, the incident bar was struck to produce an elastic wave. When the incident wave \( \varepsilon_i \) reached the specimen-bar interface, part of it was reflected to form a reflected wave \( \varepsilon_r \), and the other part passed through the specimen as a transmitted wave \( \varepsilon_t \). \( \varepsilon_i, \varepsilon_r, \varepsilon_t \) were measured by strain gauges that attached to the bars. In this experiment, the cross-sectional area of the bar and the specimen was the same. According to one-dimensional stress wave theory,

\[
\sigma(t) = E_b \varepsilon_i(t) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\varepsilon(t) = \frac{2C_b}{l_i} \int_0^t \varepsilon_r(T)dT \quad (2)
\]

where \( E_b \) was the elastic modulus of the bar, \( C_b \) was the elastic wave speed in the bar, \( l_i \) was the thickness of the specimen and \( t \) was the pulse length. By eliminating the time term of Eqs. (1) and (2), the stress-strain curves were obtained.

**Table 1**
The composition and mass ratio of different composite fabrics that participated in the pull-out test, defined as Sample 1–6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kevlar</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>STG</th>
<th>PEG200</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Neat Kevlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>Kevlar/PEG200(0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Kevlar/STF(0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>Kevlar/STF(0.46)/STG(0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Kevlar/STF(0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Kevlar/STF(0.93)/STG(0.38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The viscosity vs. shear rate curve of STF (the colloidal silica nanoparticles in PEG200, 60 vol%) under steady shear (a); storage modulus and loss modulus of STG under dynamic oscillatory shear \( (\gamma = 1\%) \) (b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of experimental equipment. (a) Yarn pull-out test, (b) a modified SHPB system, (c) impact test on the drop hammer, a steel rounded tip rod \( (c1) \) matched to the fabric holder \( (c2) \), and a knife \( (c4) \) matched to the backing material \( (c5) \). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2.6. Drop hammer test

The failure mode of the fabric composites impacted by a rod penetration was studied on a drop hammer. A steel rounded tip rod with a diameter of 10 mm and a length of 105 mm was used as the impactor (Fig. 4c1). The single layer specimen of $12.5 \times 12.5$ mm$^2$ was securely clamped between two steel plates by eight screws, and only $9.0 \times 9.0$ mm$^2$ central area of the fabric subjected to the impact (Fig. 4c2). The neat Kevlar, Kevlar/STF(0.09), Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.09) and Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.21) (hlm) were tested. In Fig. 4c3, a total of 4 kg loading dropped freely from the height of 750 mm, which equaled to the impact speed of 3.83 m/s. The acceleration sensor was set on the impact head, and the oscilloscope recorded the change of the acceleration during the puncture process.

The knife cutting test was also carried out on the drop hammer (Fig. 4c3). According to the NIJ Standard 0115.0 [29] for stab resistance of body armor, the impactor that “knife blade S1” was used (Fig. 4c4). The knife loading 2.2 kg dropped from the height varying from 0.10 m to 0.50 m. Several layers of fabric were placed on the backing material, of which five layers of witness papers and four neoprene sponge were stacked layer-by-layer (Fig. 4c5). The number of witness paper layers punctured by the knife quantified the depth at which the backing material was penetrated to measure the impact resistance of the fabric.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Yarn pull-out test

When the yarn in the fabric was pulled out, it would be hindered by the friction of the surrounding yarns. The surface of the neat Kevlar yarns was relatively smooth, thus the friction was low and the pull-out force was hardly dependent on the pull speed (Fig. 5a). When the fabric was doped with STF or STG, the friction was increased and the pull-out force was changed. Fig. 5b showed the speed vs. force curve of the Kevlar/STF (Sample 5 in Table 1). At low pull-out speed of 10 and 50 mm/min, the force was kept at a low level without showing any enhancement and this phenomenon was similar to neat Kevlar (Fig. 5a). However, when the pull-out speed was 100 mm/min, the peak of pull-out force increased to 6.17 N, which was several times larger than that of the low-speed state. The Sample 3 also displayed this sudden enhancement. It could be seen that the STF was mainly effectively worked in the dynamic process when the speed reached to a critical value. In comparison to Sample 3, the maximum force of Sample 5 was twice larger at the same speed of 100 mm/min (Fig. 5d). This result demonstrated that the fabric with higher content of STF exhibited larger friction, so macroscopic pull-out force increased with the microscopic particle-induced resistance. The PEG200 was used as the dispersion medium of STF, however, the pull-out force of Sample 2 (Kevlar/PEG200) showed a similar performance to neat fabric, and even the force decreased at low speed. Therefore, the shear thickening effect and the SiO$_2$ particle friction must be responded for the force increment in Kevlar/STF.

Sample 4 and Sample 6 were the Kevlar/STF/STG composites with different STF component. At the low speed of 10 mm/min, the peak force of Sample 4 reached as high as 11.6 N (Fig. 5c). When the speed increased, the peak force increased, which must be originated from the shear thickening effect. The STF content in Sample 6 (0.93) was higher than Sample 4 (0.46), thus Sample 6 possessed a larger maximum pull-out force (23.5 N) than Sample 4 (15.3 N) at the speed of 100 mm/min (Fig. 5d). Here, the weight of STF and STF/STG were the same in Sample 4 and 5. Obviously,
Sample 4 had a larger pull-out resistance (15.3 N) than Sample 5 (6.2 N). It was found that the STG could greatly restrict the yarn movement, thus it showed a significant increasing effect on the peak of pull-out force. As shown in the SEM image (Fig. 1c and d), the STF and STG surrounded the yarns. When the yarns were pulled from the fabrics, the shear thickening of STF and shear stiffening of STG were occurred and led to a hindering effect. In additionally, the STF and STG additives increased the roughness of the yarn surface, thus the friction between the yarns and fabrics increased. Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that both the STG and STF worked together to limit the sliding of the yarns.

3.2. SHPB test

Fig. 6. The SHPB test of neat Kevlar and Kevlar impregnated with STF and STG at the impact speed of 7.5 m/s. The stress-strain curves (a), the maximum elastic modulus and the corresponding strain (b) of neat Kevlar, Kevlar/STF(0.36), Kevlar/STF(0.27)/STG(0.09) and Kevlar/STG(0.36). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The modified SHPB system was used to investigate the compressibility of the as-prepared composite fabrics and the stress-strain curves were calculated by Eqs. (1) and (2). During the measurement, the multi-layer fabric was compacted at the beginning. At this stage, the stress increased slowly with increasing of the strain. When the gap between the fabric layers was squeezed out, the stress began to rapidly rise. The rapid rise was nearly linear and the slope represented the elastic modulus of the composite fiber. Fig. 6b showed the maximum value of the elastic modulus and the corresponding strain of Kevlar/STF and Kevlar/STF/STG. The difference in the modulus was not significant, but the trend of the corresponding strain was obvious.

In Fig. 6a, keeping the bar speed of 7.5 m/s, the maximum stress corresponding to Kevlar/STG(0.36), Kevlar/STF(0.27)/STG(0.09), Kevlar/STF(0.36), and neat Kevlar was 52.0, 48.8, 46.7 and 33.1 MPa, respectively, while the corresponding strain was 0.24, 0.29, 0.32 and 0.41. Clearly, the STG exhibited a higher enhancement than the others when exposed to the same strain. The compressibility of the multi-layer Kevlar/STG(0.36) was smaller and the modulus was larger, which provided guidance for subsequent impact test. It should be noted that stress still could be increased if subjected to a larger impact speed. In this work, our instrument could not give a large enough impact velocity for rupturing the Kevlar fiber. Therefore, the maximum yield stress of the material was not measured due to the limitation of experiment.

3.3. Drop hammer test

The anti-impact performance of the composite fabrics was also tested by a drop hammer. The acceleration-time relationship was recorded during the penetration process, and the force-displacement curves could be obtained by mathematical integration (Fig. 7a). In comparison to neat Kevlar (919 N), the maximum force of the Kevlar/STF(0.09) increased dramatically to 2226 N. Moreover, the deformable displacement changed from 15.8 mm to 19.3 mm, while the weight of the Kevlar/STF was only 9.2% larger than the neat Kevlar. The morphology of the damaged fabric after impact was recorded. It was obvious that the yarns of neat Kevlar were separated by the penetration, and the two vertical main yarns were pulled out (Fig. 7e). As discussed in the above yarn pull-out test, neat Kevlar yarns could be pulled out with small force, thus the resistance between the yarns was poor. Near the impact point, the yarns were partially pulled out and surrounded the penetrator to form a “window”. In contrast, the yarns fracture with an appropriate amount of filaments pulled out was the main damage of the Kevlar/STF (Fig. 7f). In consideration of the failure mode and the increased impact force, it can be understood that STF increased the sliding resistance and limited the relative movement of filaments and yarns, so more fabric yarns and filaments were loaded under impact. As described by Majumdar, the entire fabric but not just the primary yarn was participated in load bearing [30]. When the weight of the STF in Kevlar was large enough to cause the frictional resistance to be sufficiently large, the yarns would rupture before sliding. In this case, the failure form of the fabric would be the breakage, and then the higher STF increment would not be able to play a better role in that time.

Besides enhancing the impact resistance force of Kevlar/STF/STG, the STG also significantly increased the deformation time and displacement (Fig. 7a). As shown in Fig. 7g, the failure mode of Kevlar/STF/STG was still the rupture of the yarns. Fig. 7b showed the force vs. time curves of Kevlar/STF(0.09) and Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.09) during the rod penetration. The curve could be divided into three zones, the de-crimping and elastic elongation of the yarns (zone I), the oscillation and rise of the curve caused by the addition of additives to the yarns (zone II), and the failure zone (zone III). As shown in zone II, both the STF and STG exhibited a similar effect on the maximum force. However, the STG prolonged the break time and it was found the unloading start time changed from 4.4 ms (Kevlar/STF) to 4.8 ms (Kevlar/STF/STG).

The energy dissipation was also calculated by integrating the force-displacement curves. In Fig. 7d, the energy dissipation ranged from 7.71 J of neat Kevlar, to 15.96 J of Kevlar/STF(0.09) and 19.44 J of Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.09). This result indicated that the STF and STG significantly increased the energy dissipation of Kevlar. Compared to Kevlar/STF, the force of Kevlar/STF/STG oscillated heavier and it consumed more energy in zone III (Fig. 7a and b). It was reported that the higher coefficient of friction...
Fig. 7. Force-displacement relationships under the impact of a rounded tip rod at an initial velocity of 3.83 m/s with a loading of 4 kg (a). The force vs. time curves of Kevlar/STF(0.09), Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.09) (b), and Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.21) (c). The energy dissipation during the impact process and the peak force (d). The morphology of the damaged fabric that neat Kevlar (e), Kevlar/STF (f), and Kevlar/STF/STG (g). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. The viscosity vs. shear rate curve of mSTF (the micron-sized silica particles in EG, 56 vol%) under steady shear. Inset: SEM image of the silica particles in mSTF having an average diameter of 2.6 µm (a). Force vs. time curves under the impact of a rounded tip rod at an initial velocity of 3.83 m/s with a loading of 4 kg (b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
would cause more yarns and filaments to participate in load-bearing [31]. As we know, the STG significantly increased the friction between the yarns. Thus, the impact was dispersed and the energy was consumed in both of the Kevlar/STF and Kevlar/STF/STG.

In this work, different kinds of STFs were also applied to investigate the generality of anti-impact performance. The mSTF prepared by dispersing micron-sized silica particles in EG was used. Fig. 8 showed the rheology property of mSTF and drop hammer test of the final Kevlar/mSTF. Keeping other parameters as constants, the neat Kevlar and Kevlar/mSTF(0.12) were tested, and they were penetrated and destroyed during the process. However, the Kevlar/mSTF(0.12)/STG(0.12) after the first impact was not completely penetrated and a second impact was followed. The two acceleration signals were marked as Kevlar/mSTF/STG-1 and Kevlar/mSTF/STG-2. Fig. 8b demonstrated that the first impact caused a large displacement and a low peak force. Under the second impact, the force increased rapidly and reached a large peak, and then the fabric was destroyed. The above result further validated that STG-strengthened fabric had a stronger impact resistance.

### 3.4. The influence of different configurations of Kevlar/STF/STG

In this work, STG was also doped into Kevlar/STF by hand layup method (hlm), and the final sample was labeled as Kevlar/STF/STG (hlm). In comparison to the Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.09), the force vs. displacement curve of Kevlar/STF(0.09)/STG(0.21) (hlm) was relatively gentle (Fig. 7a and c), while the maximum force was larger and the deformation displacement was greater. This result was because the STG was stiffened as the force increased (Fig. 2b), then storage modulus was significant increased. In the hlm method, the STG showed an obvious strengthening effect. When subjected to impact, STG first met the external force, dissipated part of energy to slow down the impactor and thus the subsequent impact on the fabric was weakened. In this case, the anti-impact area increased and duration was prolonged, therefore, more energy was dissipated (20.03 J in Fig. 7d).

In addition, the knife stab resistance performance of the Kevlar/mSTF/STG(hlm) was studied. Several layers of neat Kevlar, Kevlar/mSTF/STG and Kevlar/mSTF/STG(hlm) were placed on the backing material (Fig. 4c5). Table 2 showed the number of layers and stacking arrangement, and the samples marked as target A–D was schematic illustrated in Fig. 9a. Record the layers’ number of witness paper be cut in the backing material by the knife. The surface density of the monolayer Kevlar/mSTF was 10% higher than that of neat Kevlar. Thus, the target A with 10-layer different composite fabric was slightly lower than the target D with 11 layers. In Fig. 9b, when the drop height of the knife was 200 mm, the witness papers of target D were completely destroyed (5 layers), while the papers of target A reached the same degree of damage at the height of 400 mm. It could be seen that the mSTF reduced the puncture layers’ number of the backing material under the same impact energy, thus significantly improved the knife stab resistance performance of neat Kevlar.

The influence of STG on the knife stab resistance performance was then studied. Compared with target A, target B has 2 additional STG layers in the outer part of the sandwich structure. When the knife fell from 400 mm, target A was penetrated with 5 paper layers. However, only 4 layers were penetrated for the target B when the height was 500 mm. Obviously, the penetrating papers layers for target B was less than that of target A at the same drop height, which demonstrated that the STG played a significant role in the strengthening process. However, the protective effect of target C containing 4 STG layers was the same as target B with 2 STG layers, thus more STG could not lead to a better result and the optimum value still needed further exploration.

Based on the above analysis, it was found that the “hand layup method” could improve the resist ability against knife cutting. However, the weight gain was higher than that of “dip and dry

---

**Table 2**

The number of layers and stacking arrangement of neat Kevlar, Kevlar/mSTF and STG. The samples were marked as target A–D. In the description of the placement of fabric, “F”, “K” and “G” represented the monolayer Kevlar/mSTF, neat Kevlar and STG, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Kevlar/mSTF (F)</th>
<th>Neat Kevlar (K)</th>
<th>STG (G)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>6 layers</td>
<td>4 layers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2K/6F/2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6 layers</td>
<td>4 layers</td>
<td>2 layers</td>
<td>2K/1G/6F/1G/2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>6 layers</td>
<td>4 layers</td>
<td>4 layers</td>
<td>2K/1G/3F/2G/3F/1G/2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0 layers</td>
<td>11 layers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 9. Schematic of the targets A–D with different stacking arrangement (a). The knife stab resistance performance of targets A–D (b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
method” although it is more simple and quicker. To this end, both methods had their own advantages and disadvantages, they could bring excellent enhancement to the fabric in the corresponding area.

4. Conclusions

In this work, Kevlar/STF/STG composites were developed for high protection performance. Besides improving the stability, STG assisted STF together to improve the impact resistance performance of the fabric. The STG effectively incorporated into the gap of the filaments, and increased the friction when the yarn sliding. The SHPB test indicated that the STG reduced the compressibility of multi-layer fabric composite and increased the modulus of the yarns. The impact test carried out on the drop hammer demonstrated that the STG enhanced the impact resistance force, increased the deformation displacement, and improved the energy dissipation. The reason for the better protective effect in Kevlar/STF/STG was that STG assisted STF to limit the sliding of the yarns, increased the strength of the yarns, and mobilized more yarns around to share the impact force. Besides, different preparation method for Kevlar/STF/STG was compared and experiments confirmed that the STG could enhance the protective effect and the “hand layup method” led to a better knife stab resistance performance. In general, the light-weight shear-thickening materials enhanced Kevlar fabric exhibit strong impact resistance and they are expected to have broad potential in the soft body armor.
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